LOVE OUT

Massive Outreach in Ft. Lauderdale
Amplifies Hope in Christ
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“Wow! You don’t understand what you have given me.
This has touched my heart—I can hear it pounding,” a
Palestinian man thanked his new friends, Tony and Jessica,
for the Bible they had just handed him. In exchange, the
man gave his visitors a Qur’an. “Can you grab chairs and
sit?” he asked Tony and Jessica. “I have some questions
for you about the Bible and Jesus.” As they sat in the man’s
store and fielded his questions about Christianity, Tony
and Jessica were thankful to have spent the morning at
CC Ft. Lauderdale (CCFTL), FL, learning about Islam.
John, a missions coordinator at CCFTL, had taught 15 believers from the church about Muslim ministry and how
to use social media for evangelism. After their lesson, they
visited Middle Eastern restaurants to meet new people.
John explained that it’s important to build friendships
with people from different cultures and allow time for a
person to become interested in the Gospel.
But above all these things put on love, which is the bond
of perfection. Colossians 3:14
The outreach was one of 50 that took place last November
as part of Love Out Louder, a time when CCFTL and its
10 satellite churches in nearby cities flooded their community with Christ’s love. “This is the day that we turn
up the volume when it comes to loving people in South
Florida,” remarked Jorge Bustamante, CCFTL’s missions
pastor. “We had more than 1,200 volunteers this year.” The
massive outreach began six years ago as the fellowship was
inspired to take the Gospel outside to their
city. On November 23, 2013, the teams
started their day by meeting at the church
for Bible study and worship and then dispersing throughout the community—into
bus stations, beaches, sports arenas, convalescent centers, prisons, and elsewhere.
Jorge

Top: CC Ft. Lauderdale’s young adult ministry
performs a flash mob dance during the
Brazil Festival outreach. The area of
Florida, on the coast of the Atlantic Ocean,
is home to a large Brazilian population.
Dancers from left to right are Sarai La
Stella, Kaylee Embry, and Morgan Embry.
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Bottom Left: Brazil Festival outreach team
members hold signs describing how God
has transformed their sin into beauty.
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Bottom Right: Lysa McMillan, right, shares a
message of hope with a young lady who
was feeling empty inside.
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Love One Another
Another outreach team arrived at a laundromat equipped
with sandwiches and servant hearts. Dirk Ruyf, who leads
The Refuge, CCFTL’s weekly Bible study for the homeless community, had given invitations the week before to
The Refuge attendees to bring their clothes to the laundromat and receive a free washing. “I had been working
through the logistics in my head. It was going to cost quite
a bit,” Dirk shared. The owner was there that day, though,
and offered to pay for all the machines and detergent. The
owner asked Dirk’s team to return to do outreach there on
a regular basis, Dirk added. As people arrived, some team
members washed clothes while others shared free lunches.

“One gentleman from The Refuge named John came, but
he gets uncomfortable with crowds, and the laundromat
was filled with people that day,” said Dirk. “While his
clothes were still in the washing machine, he got anxious
and told us he had to leave.” Before John reached the exit,
a team member jumped up and intercepted him and expressed God’s love for him to help him feel more comfortable, Dirk remembered. He added, “John has come back
to The Refuge repeatedly. I’ve seen him grow in a desire to
be around the body of Christ.”
“Do not fear therefore; you are of more value than many
sparrows.” Matthew 10:31
Giving Thanks
Oppressed by fear, threats, and pressure to recant
their faith in Christ after converting to Christianity,
a formerly Muslim family escaped from their home
in a Middle Eastern country. They found refuge in
Ft. Lauderdale. Even so, the family struggled while in the
U.S., distressed that they might still be in danger and unable to find jobs. That’s when a team from CCFTL showed
up at their front door with a complete Thanksgiving meal.
The team, a part of the Thanksgiving FoodSHARE outreach, spent the afternoon encouraging the family. “Jesus
shares with us in Matthew chapter 5 that we are going to
be persecuted, mocked, and scorned for His sake. But He
reminds us that blessed, or ‘happy’ is that man, as there
is a promise of a reward for our faithfulness,” advised Jeff
Kotrady, team leader. “As I’ve seen in my own life, even if
your family doesn’t believe in Jesus, the Lord will bring
people into your life to encourage you and direct you to
Him. And through the power of the Holy Spirit you will
receive joy and peace as you faithfully trust in Him. The
team prayed for this family and asked God to give them
strength.” More than 700 families received a gift of food.
“In the world you will have tribulation; but be of good
cheer, I have overcome the world.” John 16:33b

Top left: Participants of Love Out Louder share the
Gospel while washing clothes at the laundromat.
Top right: Jen McKnight shares Scriptures with a man
who grew up in a Christian home but had since
been living on the streets due to a drug addiction.
Left: Thomas Lauda, right, chats with another man.
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Above: Peter James prays with fellow foodSHARE ministry volunteers
before distributing turkey dinners in the community.
Right: While waiting for the Tri-Rail train to arrive, Kali Diamond invites
a woman, in pink dress, to CCFTL’s annual Christmas celebration.
Below: Daniel Rogan gives a Tri-Rail ticket to Kenny Kerrigan Jr. before
they share the Gospel with many on the city’s public transportation.

Tri-Rail Evangelism
Eighteen Love Out Louder participants huddled in a train
station to pray for the people they would meet that day.
Passersby noticed the large group and wondered what
they were doing. “A young lady named Shellel approached
us and wanted to talk,” began Daniel Rogan, who led the
outreach. “She had recently divorced her husband and was
in the middle of a legal battle for her kids. We shared the
Gospel with Shellel. Then we prayed and encouraged her.”
The team boarded their train and offered passengers invitations to CCFTL’s Christmas celebration. Nearly 25 miles
later, the team arrived at a shopping plaza. Sergio, a Love
Out Louder participant, sat with an elderly couple who
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were finishing their meals at a restaurant. “Sergio handed
the older gentleman a Bible and sat down with the couple
for 30 minutes,” Daniel shared. As Sergio soon learned,
the wife had been pleading with her husband to get involved in a church, but for years he had resisted. The man
agreed that day to attend a church service.
Meanwhile, the rest of the team distributed Bibles, tracts,
and church invitations to shoppers. Before long, they
caught the attention of a security guard. “He told us that
we were not allowed to pass things out, so I explained
to him what we were doing out there,” Daniel explained.
“That’s pretty cool, but you’re still not allowed to,” the
guard responded. But then he added, “Would you pray for

me?” Daniel prayed for him and the team headed home,
still sharing the message of salvation with whomever they
met. “It was an awesome day,” Daniel concluded. “I’m
stoked to be a part of this outreach next year.”
Beloved, let us love one another, for love is of God.
1 John 4:7a
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From Outreach Pastor
Chet Lowe

Despite what the congregation
at CC Fort Lauderdale has
gone through in recent
months, the leadership is
still committed to spurring
the body to share the hope of the Gospel with
as many people as possible through creative
outreaches such as Love Out Louder. We believe
that our strength is in the Lord and the call to go
and make disciples hasn’t changed.

